General picture of grain formation is preoented based on the nucleation theory. Grain formation process is described by a growth equation of grain radius and an equation of monomer consumption due to the growth of grains. These equations are characterized by two parameters. One depends on the physical conditions of the system and the other reflects the nature of grain materials. An overall feature of the grain formation process is illustrated by the use of an analytic expression of the solutions. After the vapor cools down to the saturated state, a waiting time is necessary until the grain formation begins effectively. Size distribution is relatively sharp in general. The representative size is closely related to the parameter which depends on the physical conditions. Growth by coalescence is not effective until the monomer sticking process is almost completed. The results are applied to the condensation in the primordial solar nebula. It is shown how the picture based on the chemical equilibrium calculations should be modified.
§ l. Introduction
Grain formation has been studied by many people m a wide range of physical conditions especially in connection with astrophysical problems. Much \York has been done on the formation of interstellar grains to make their origins clear as well as on their optical properties on the basis of the interstellar extinction curve to investigate their composition and sizes. 11 While the condensation in the primordial solar nebula has been studied in relation to the chemical history of meteorites! 1 The species of condensates and their condensation sequence in the cooling gas of cosmic composition haye been known based on the chemical equilibrium calculations.
We shall describe in this paper a general picture of grain formation based on nucleation theory.
Among various quantities concermng grain formation which we can derive, sizes of grains have an important meaning. They reflect faithfully the physical conditions such as the pressure and the cooling rate for the gas in which the grain formation occurs. Therefore the sizes of interstellar grains guessed by their optical properties can be connected with their origins. As to the condensation in the primordial solar nebula, our method provides a clue to infer the cooling rate of the gas by noticing the grain sizes of minerals contained in the primitive meteorites.
Another point which we predict is that a supercooling state must be realized for condensation to occur effectively. The condensation sequences based on the chemical equilibrium calculations will require modifications.
We shall derive the basic equations and a similarity relation m § 2. In § 3, an overall feature of grain formation process is illustrated. Growth by coalescence is investigated briefly in § 4. Discussion focused on the condensation in the primordial solar nebula is presented in § 5. § 2. Basic equations Let us consider a cooling gas which contains a vapor of condensable materials. When the partial pressure of the vapor reaches the saturated vapor pressure at temperature T_, we call it equilibrium temperature instead of condensation temperature to a void confusion.
Belo·w the equilibrium temperature T" nucleation process begins to occur.
Nuclei grow into grains by the sticking of the vapor molecules, which is called monomers hereafter. Now let r(t, t') be a radius of a grain nucleated at time t' but observed at time t. The growth of radius of grain r is described by
where a, and Q are the sticking probability and the volume of monomer respectively, ( v) = J kT /2rrm is the mean thermal velocity of monomers, m being the mass of monomer and /~, the Boltzmann constant, and c1 (t) is the monomer concentration at time t. Here we put t = 0 when the vapor temperature T becomes the equilibrium temperature Te. Since (v) is less sensitive to temperature and almost constant in the relevant time interval, we shall regard it as a constant hereafter. We have also neglected in Eq. (2·1) the size decrease by evaporation because the nuclei are stabilized soon after they are nucleated due to the mcrease of the supersaturation. As the grains grow with time, the monomers are consumed. The monomer depletion to form nuclei is negligible. Then the monomer concentration c1 (t)
is described by
The steady state nucleation rate J, the number of nuclei formed per unit time per unit volume, is given according to the classical homogeneous nucleation the-ory3>'4l by
where S is the supersaturation ratio and 0' is the surface tension of condensate.
In Eq. (2 · 3), jJ. is defined by
where a0 1s a radius of the monomer. Since jl is less sensitive to temperature compared with S, \Ve use the jl value at the equiribrium temperature Te. The parameter depends on the physical conditions of the relevant system, such as the monomer concentration and the cooling rate, whereas /( reflects the nature of grain material especially on its surface tension.
The crude values of /1 for some typical grain materials and those of A for yanous astrophysical and physical systems are listed in Tables I and II . Table I . Thermodynamical parameters of some grain materials. cr(erg/cm 2 ) 875 7 ) lSOO'l lOOO'l 70'l so :)0 7 2 b) Since the saturated vapor pressure which determines T, is a very sensitive function of temperature and does not strongly depend on the pressure and the chemical composition, we adopt above ,-alues for a rough estimate. Ref.
ll) cloud chambers water 5 X 10 17 l X l0-1 5X10 4 3) steller atmospheres graphite l X lOll 3X 10 7 6Xl0 6 l:l) (carbon stars) graphite 4xl0'~4xlO' 4X 10 7 3 X 10'~3 X 10 5 13) primordial :::-o1ar silicate } 7 X 10 12 (at 0.1 au) 3xl0' 3Xl0 9 
14) nebula
Iron 2 X lOll (at l au) 2Xl0 7 6X 10 6 14) a) \\'e haye adopted h,kT,-1=50 except for water. For water, h/kT,-1=20 is adopted. Here u /> 1 holds in this stage.
As the vapar cools further, the nucleation rate increases very rapidly. The time xJ when the nucleation rate attains its maximum is given by the solution of dg(x)jdx=O. Using Eq. (3·1), we obtain the following equation for xJ, which has a very sharp maximum at x =xJ since vJ/>1. Thus the nucleation occurs remarkably in a very short time interval around x=xJ, during which most of the nuclei of grains are formed. It is noted however that the monomer consumption due to the nucleation is only a little except for small A (see Table III ).
After the remarkable nucleation, the monomers begin to decrease appreciably. Using the approximation (3 · 5), we integrate Eq. (2·14), obtaining an expression for the monomer depletion at x>xJ as in which we have neglected the monomer depletion for x<xJ. In Eq. (3 · 6), Poo is defined by An example of the solutions is presented in Fig. 1 . It is noted that the grain formation does not begin at the equilibrium temperature T, (x = 0) but at a supercooling state. The "waiting time" for the grain formation xJ is long enough compared with other time intervals, one in which the growth of a grain comes practically to the end and the other in which the remarkable nucleation continues.
Generally they are in the ratio of 1: , ____, 1/10: , ____, 1/100.
The supercooling f1T during the waiting time is calculated as
hjkT,-1
where tJ is the time at the maximum of the nucleation rate. Since the nucleation rate has a very sharp maximum, the size distribution has a relatively sharp Gaussian-like shape in general, whose relative width Jr colr co is found to be less than about 50% for A>10 3 • iii) number density of grains Number density of grains Ng is given by integrating the nucleation rate J from t = 0 to infinity. Rewriting Eq. (2· 3) as we find (3 ·17) where we have used Eq. (3 · 4) with its righthand side approximated to unity. Since the growing grains have been shown to have a relatively sharp Gaussianlike size distribution generally, we assume here that they are of a single size for simplicity. Coalescence will begin to play a major role when the growth rate by grain-grain collision becomes larger than the growth rate by monomer sticking.
Let n be the number of monomers contained in a grain of radius r, then the ratio between both the growth rates ~ is expressed by
where <vg) is the mean thermal velocity of grains and au, the sticking probability for the grain-grain collision. Since the nucleation is remarkable only in the short time interval around the time tJ, we may consider Nu(t>tJ) =Ng(t----)oo). Then the conservation of the total number of monomers, i.e., n"'Ng(t----)oo) =c1 (0), and Eq. (3 · 6) yield (4·1)
where n"' 1s the number of monomers contained in a grain of final size r "'" Since noo}>1 (e.g., noo'"'-'10 11 for r 00 =1,u)' ~ becomes larger than unity only when n=noo unless 4au/a.}>l. Therefore coalescence, if it occurs frequently, will contribute to the growth after the monomer sticking process is almost completed and most of monomers are consumed up. § 5.
Discussion
Let us focus attention on the condensation in the primordial solar nebula. This problem has been studied in detail based on the chemical equilibrium theory. We shall discuss here new views which result from our kinetic treatment on referring to the chemical equilibrium con.densation theory. Analyses of some kinds of meteorites may confirm our views.
(1) We have shown that the final size is determined mainly by the A which depends on the physical conditions of the system (Fig. 3) .
parameter It should be noted that owing to this fact we can get information on the physical conditions where and/or when the grains are formed by noticing their sizes. Among them, the cooling rate of gas, which is not derived from the chemical equilibrium theory, may be estimated in the following way. The grain size yields the corresponding A (Fig. 3) , which is proportional to the ratio of cooling time scale to the monomermonomer collision time interval. The latter is calculated if the pressure and the temperature of gas are known. Consequently we obtain the cooling rate of gas.
Therefore if primitive grains which nucleated homogeneously and did not suffer the coalescence and the secondary metamorphism are identified in meteorites, we will be able to estimate the cooling rate of the earliest environment in which the meteorites are formed.
(2) In the chemical equilibrium theory, it has been considered that condensation begins when a vapor cools to the equilibrium temperature which is predicted by the chemical equilibrium calculations. On the other hand we have shown that condensation does not begin at the so-called "condensation temperature" but the "waiting time" arises before it begins effectively, that is, a supercooling state must be realized. Blander and Katz 7 > first pointed out this effect but we can investigate it more quantitatively. The temperature at which condensation begins effectively shifts toward the lower side than the "condensation temperature" approximately m proportion to the 3/2-th power of the surface tension of grain materials (Fig. 2) . The supercooling effect is important in some cases in considering the condensation sequence in the primordial solar nebula.
One of them is concerned with the order of condensation of iron and Mgsilicate which is one of the main parts in the condensation sequence in the solar nebula. According to the chemical equilibrium calculations, iron is considered to condense at higher temperature than forsterite (Mg,Si04) at total gas pressure above about 10-4 atm clue to a difference of the molecular latent heat of these materials. Grossman's equilibrium sequence') shows that at total pressure 10-3 atm solid iron first appears at 1473K and further cooling leads to an appearance of forsterite at 1444K, at which temperature 46% of the total iron is already condensed. On the basis of these calculations is presented the hypothesis that iron which is the precedent condensate accumulates to form cores of the terrestrial planets and T\1g-silicate ·which is the following one accretes on them to form the mantles of the planets. 15 J However the above picture of the condensation sequence ·will be modified as follows considering the supercooling effect.
vVe shall adopt here numerical values for total pressure lo-s atm given by Grossman. As the gas cools to the "condensation temperature" of iron 1473K, the condensation of iron does not begin immediately. Adopting A"--' 10' and ,a~30 for iron (Tables I and II) , we obtain .dT=200K for Te =1473K from Fig. 2 . Thus iron begins to condense effectively at about 1270K. While forsterite has smaller surface tension than that of iron, which yields p=20 (Table I) . Then the supercooling AT for forsterite is estimated from Fig. 2 to be about lOOK for Tc = 1444K, and the effective condensation temperature is about 1340K, at 'vhich temperature the condensation of iron is still blocked. Therefore the condensation of Mg-silicate precedes that of iron. The same is true below about 10-' atm according to a rough estimate.
Once Mg-silicate grains have condensed, they may act as seed nuclei and lower the nucleation barrier of iron, which will lead to heterogeneous condensation of iron at higher temperature than the effective condensation temperature about 1270K mentioned above. If the above process actually occurs, Mg · F e-silicate grains will be formed.
It should be pointed out however that this picture depends strongly on the surface tension of grain materials, accurate values of ·which, especially those of various silicates, are necessary to make it more quantitatively.
(3) Mg-silicate vdll condense at higher temperature than iron as shown above.
\V e refer again to Grossman's equilibrium calculation, ·which states as follmvs.
Forsterite appears at 1444K and begins to consume Mg-vapor. The depletion of Mg-\'apor blocks the condensation of enstatite (MgSi03), which is formed by the reaction of forsterite -with the gas after it cools to 1349K. According to the view derived from our kinetic treatment, however, Mg-silicate will not necessarily condense as forsterite. Because clue to the supercooling effect Mg-\-apor is not depleted above about 1340K which is the effective condensation temperature of forsterite.
In this case the "condensation temperature" of enstatite is, according to Grossman, 1422K, 1vhich is sufficiently close to that of forsterite. In addition this temperature is higher enough compared 1vith the effective condensation temperature of forsterite. Consequently enstatite is also condensable as Mg-silicate. vVhich of forsterite and enstatite condenses is to be determined by the nature of Gibbs free energy surface which depends on the abundance of the vapor composed of Mg, SiO and H,O.
Generally 1vhen sequential condensation occurs, the actual condensation sequence may differ from that predicted by the chemical equilibrium theory in ,-iew of the supercooling effect. In order to investigate in detail, \Ve ha \·e to deal with the nucleation on multicomponent systems involving chemical reactions in saturated vapors. Ho,vever the above-mentioned condensation sequence of iron and l\!J:g-silicate 1vill not be altered essentially.
We hcwe to point out here another problem which is important in im·estigating the condensation sequence. Namely, if Ca · Al-rich refractory mineral grains have already condensed and act as core nuclei, it is possible for iron and Mg-silicate to condense heterogeneously on these grains. This process has not been considered clearly in the past studies. The degree of supercooling in this process 1vill be less compared with the homogeneous nucleation. In the heterogeneous nucleation, the interfacial tension betlveen metalic iron and the core minerals and that between Mg-silicate and the core minerals essentially determine the degree of supercooling of each condensate. These interfacial tensions are not known well. Ho\Ye\·er if the interfacial tension betv,;een metalic iron and the core minerals are larger enough than that bet1veen Mg-silicate and the core minerals, which is probable considering the atomic structure of each material, Yve may expect that the condensation of Mg-silicate on the core grains \Yill precede the condensation of metalic iron.
